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Unit 1

 Home life

1 Circus Sunrise

Life in the circus, with 14-year-old 
Antony on tour in Australia. His family, 
originally from Switzerland, has been 
in the circus for 400 years.

Australian English
Filmed in Australia

Family members, 
ages and circus 
acts

Present simple 
for routines and 
habits

Identifying circus acts 
and describing life in the 
circus

What do you think about 
these circus acts?

Draw a family tree

Make a Circus Sunrise 
brochure

2 Genetics

A multi-national ESL class in a US 
high school discuss the fun side of 
genetics. Can you roll your tongue, or 
wiggle your ears? 

American English
Filmed in USA

CLIL: Genetics

Words for physical 
abilities and 
biology

Indicating various 
abilities and physical 
similarities and 
differences

Is it good to be an 
identical twin or not?

Make notes about twins

Write a paragraph about 
twins

Unit 2

Cool 
schools

 

3 A Danish school

Guided tour by the students of their 
unique school in Odense, Denmark. 
They have a cinema with seats from a 
real plane! 

British English
Filmed in Denmark

Places in the 
school

Questions and 
question words 

Describing the places 
and students in the 
school

What do you like / not 
like about this school?

Draw a plan of your 
school

Write an email to a 
student at the school in 
Denmark

4 New River Academy

Student-created video from Chile 
about a day in the life of an outdoor 
kayaking school. They tour the world 
to find the best rivers for their sport.

American English
Filmed in Chile

Different places of 
study and special 
school routines 
at New River 
Academy

Describing the daily 
routine at New River 
Academy in Chile

Is it good to live away 
from home?

Write your timetable for 
a day at the New River 
Academy

Write an email as a 
student of New River 
Academy

Unit 3

Hangouts

 

5 Fight for Peace

Parallel youth clubs in Rio de Janeiro 
and London that teach martial arts as 
an alternative to violence and street 
crime.

British English
Filmed in UK and Brazil

Places in the local 
area, classes and 
activities at the 
centres

Identifying and 
describing things and 
places in the two centres 
in Rio and London

Do you need a centre 
like this in your area?

Draw a plan for a new 
centre for young people 
in your area

Write an article for an 
online magazine

6 Street art

A programme in Oakland, California, 
that helps young people channel their 
graffiti style into art that everyone 
can appreciate.

American English
Filmed in USA

CLIL: Street art

Different types 
of street art and 
graffiti 

Locating different types 
of street art and learning 
about this unique class 

Is street art a good way 
to express feelings and 
ideas?

Make a poster for the 
Youth Together project

Write a paragraph about 
the graffiti class
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Unit Video Topics
American / British English

Vocabulary 
Grammar
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Speaking

Writing
Projects / Exam practice 

Unit 1

 Home life

Circus Sunrise

Life in the circus, with 14-year-old 
Antony on tour in Australia. His family, 
originally from Switzerland, has been 
in the circus for 400 years.

Australian English
Filmed in Australia

Family members, 
ages and circus 
acts

Present simple 
for routines and 
habits

Identifying circus acts 
and describing life in the 
circus

What do you think about 
these circus acts?

Draw a family tree

Make a Circus Sunrise 
brochure

Genetics

A multi-national ESL class in a US 
high school discuss the fun side of 
genetics. Can you roll your tongue, or 
wiggle your ears? 

American English
Filmed in USA

CLIL: Genetics

Words for physical 
abilities and 
biology

Indicating various 
abilities and physical 
similarities and 
differences

Is it good to be an 
identical twin or not?

Make notes about twins

Write a paragraph about 
twins

Unit 2

Cool 
schools

 

A Danish school

Guided tour by the students of their 
unique school in Odense, Denmark. 
They have a cinema with seats from a 
real plane! 

British English
Filmed in Denmark

Places in the 
school

Questions and 
question words 

Describing the places 
and students in the 
school

What do you like / not 
like about this school?

Draw a plan of your 
school

Write an email to a 
student at the school in 
Denmark

New River Academy

Student-created video from Chile 
about a day in the life of an outdoor 
kayaking school. They tour the world 
to find the best rivers for their sport.

American English
Filmed in Chile

Different places of 
study and special 
school routines 
at New River 
Academy

Describing the daily 
routine at New River 
Academy in Chile

Is it good to live away 
from home?

Write your timetable for 
a day at the New River 
Academy

Write an email as a 
student of New River 
Academy

Unit 3

Hangouts

 

Fight for Peace

Parallel youth clubs in Rio de Janeiro 
and London that teach martial arts as 
an alternative to violence and street 
crime.

British English
Filmed in UK and Brazil

Places in the local 
area, classes and 
activities at the 
centres

Identifying and 
describing things and 
places in the two centres 
in Rio and London

Do you need a centre 
like this in your area?

Draw a plan for a new 
centre for young people 
in your area

Write an article for an 
online magazine

Street art

A programme in Oakland, California, 
that helps young people channel their 
graffiti style into art that everyone 
can appreciate.

American English
Filmed in USA

CLIL: Street art

Different types 
of street art and 
graffiti 

Locating different types 
of street art and learning 
about this unique class 

Is street art a good way 
to express feelings and 
ideas?

Make a poster for the 
Youth Together project

Write a paragraph about 
the graffiti class

Videos Language and skills

Unit Video Topics
American / British English

Vocabulary 
Grammar

Listening and watching
Speaking

Writing
Projects / Exam practice 

Unit 4

Not just
a job 

7 Camp Blaze

An official fire department training 
camp in Seattle, USA, for young 
women who want to become fire 
fighters.

American English
Filmed in USA

Words to describe 
abilities and skills, 
fire fighting

can and can’t

Completing some of the 
campers’ sentences and 
finding out about what 
they do at camp

Is it a good idea to have 
camps like this just for 
girls?

Make an advert for Camp 
Blaze

Write a blog entry about 
Camp Blaze

8 London music

A taste of the contemporary music 
scene in London with interviews of 
the various players, including the 
artists, sound engineers, and an A&R 
manager

British English
Filmed in UK

CLIL: The music 
industry 

Words to describe 
jobs in music 

Nouns ending
in -er

Finding out more about 
certain jobs in the 
music industry, like Lucy 
Francis, A&R manager

What do you think of 
Lucy’s job / Dog Is Dead 
music?

Write a long caption for a 
photo of a London band

Write about the music 
industry on a job website

Unit 5

Scary 
stories

9 The Tower of London

Dark histories of plots and revenge 
in the 1,000-year-old fortress in the 
centre of London.

British English
Filmed in UK

The historic 
monument in the 
City of London.  

Dates in history

Past tense of the 
verb to be (was, 
were)

Link words and, 
and then

Identifying the different 
places in the Tower and 
completing some of the 
history

Why do so many visitors 
go to the Tower?

Make an advert for the 
Tower of London

Write a text message 
about the Tower of 
London

10 Moods

A group of young people from a US 
high school talk about what makes 
them sad, happy, scared or nervous.

American English
Filmed in USA

CLIL: Depression 
and moods

Words for 
expressing 
feelings and 
moods

Weather and 
moods

Comparing the moods of 
six high school students 
and finishing their 
sentences

What do you do when 
you are in a bad mood?

Write tips for a teen 
website about moods

Write an email to a friend 
about your mood

Unit 6

Tech time

11 4Real

Interviews and performances with 
three San Francisco high school 
students who formed their own band 
to make hip hop music with a positive 
message. 

American English
Filmed in USA

Free time 
activities, like 
making music, 
performing

Present continuous

Matching band 
members’ questions 
with answers and 
correcting lyrics

Is it easy to make 
and share songs with 
technology?

Make a poster about the 
band 4Real

Write about 4Real for an 
online music site

12 Animation camp

Students at Ex’pression College in 
California talk about their new ideas 
for animation, including the video 
game industry in the USA.

American English
Filmed in USA

CLIL: IT / 
Animation

Technical 
activities, like 
making computer 
models

Present continuous

Finding out what 
students do at animation 
camp and what they 
think about it

Does animation look 
easy?

Complete information 
for a website about 
animation camp

Write your status on a 
social networking site

Pages 22-25

Pages 26-29

Pages 30-33
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Unit 7

Spend or 
save? 

13 The world of fashion

Fashion stylist Cristina Aranda shows 
us the business of creating the latest 
styles and looks for London’s high-
fashion magazines.

British English
Filmed in UK

Clothes, jobs 
in the fashion 
industry, colours

Identifying the facts 
about Cristina’s job as a 
stylist in London

Is a stylist an interesting 
job? Is it good for girls 
and boys?

Make a list of favourite 
colours and clothes

Write a report for a school 
magazine about the job 
of a stylist

14 Garbage to art

Art from the San Francisco Dump? 
Interviews with two artists in the 
Recology Programme there. They talk 
about the process for turning other 
people’s garbage into art.

American English
Filmed in USA

Words for stuff, 
including garbage 
and different 
materials like 
plastic, wood, 
paper

Finding out about the 
artists’ processes and 
naming their favourite 
materials

Do you have ideas for 
old stuff? What can we 
do with it?

Complete a job advert 
about Recology

Write an email to a friend 
about the problem with 
garbage

Unit 8

Holidays 

15 Summer camp

Summer fun and activities at a typical 
American summer camp, Camp Echo 
Lake, in the Adirondack Mountains in 
upstate New York.

American English
Filmed in USA

Activities and 
sports during 
summer holidays

Finding out who the 
campers of Camp Echo 
Lake are and what they 
do all day

Do you like to do 
activities like this?

Make a programme for a 
summer camp

Write a letter home to 
your family from summer 
camp

16 Ecotourism

Sierra Gorda, a reserve in central 
Mexico that protects the environment 
and the animals that live there. 
Visitors can take classes, stay in 
eco-lodges and learn more about 
green travel and protecting the 
environment.

American English
Filmed in Mexico

Holiday countries, 
places to stay, 
places on holiday

Travel prepositions

Identifying the facts 
about Sierra Gorda and 
what kind of place it is

Is ecotourism a good 
way to protect the 
environment?

Make a poster for 
ecotourism holidays in 
Sierra Gorda

Write a postcard to a 
friend from your holiday 
in Sierra Gorda

Unit 9

Loves and 
hates

 

17 Maker Faire

A new international trend for hobby 
inventors to get together and show 
off their incredible creations. We get 
a glimpse of the first one in Brighton, 
UK, and get to meet some of its 
makers.

British English
Filmed in UK

Hobbies, gadgets 
and other 
technical things

like + gerund / 
infinitive

Link word but

Describing and 
identifying the gadgets 
and machines at the 
Mini Maker Faire in 
Brighton

Are these machines and 
gadgets interesting or 
just strange?

Make a poster for a 
Brighton Mini Maker Faire

Write your status for your 
social networking page 
about Maker Faire

18 Phobias

Are you afraid of spiders, of snakes, 
heights, darkness, the dentist? Or 
maybe nothing frightens you? Find 
out what these US high school 
students have to say about their fears 
and phobias.

American English
Filmed in USA

CLIL: Phobias

Words for different 
fears and things 
people are 
afraid of

Finding out what some 
high school students in 
the USA are scared of

Are some people really 
not scared of anything?

Make a picture collage 
about phobias

Write an article for a 
school magazine about 
phobias

Pages 34-37

Pages 38-41

Pages 42-45
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Unit Video Topics
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Projects / Exam practice 

Unit 7

Spend or 
save? 

The world of fashion

Fashion stylist Cristina Aranda shows 
us the business of creating the latest 
styles and looks for London’s high-
fashion magazines.

British English
Filmed in UK

Clothes, jobs 
in the fashion 
industry, colours

Identifying the facts 
about Cristina’s job as a 
stylist in London

Is a stylist an interesting 
job? Is it good for girls 
and boys?

Make a list of favourite 
colours and clothes

Write a report for a school 
magazine about the job 
of a stylist

Garbage to art

Art from the San Francisco Dump? 
Interviews with two artists in the 
Recology Programme there. They talk 
about the process for turning other 
people’s garbage into art.

American English
Filmed in USA

Words for stuff, 
including garbage 
and different 
materials like 
plastic, wood, 
paper

Finding out about the 
artists’ processes and 
naming their favourite 
materials

Do you have ideas for 
old stuff? What can we 
do with it?

Complete a job advert 
about Recology

Write an email to a friend 
about the problem with 
garbage

Unit 8

Holidays 

Summer camp

Summer fun and activities at a typical 
American summer camp, Camp Echo 
Lake, in the Adirondack Mountains in 
upstate New York.

American English
Filmed in USA

Activities and 
sports during 
summer holidays

Finding out who the 
campers of Camp Echo 
Lake are and what they 
do all day

Do you like to do 
activities like this?

Make a programme for a 
summer camp

Write a letter home to 
your family from summer 
camp

Ecotourism

Sierra Gorda, a reserve in central 
Mexico that protects the environment 
and the animals that live there. 
Visitors can take classes, stay in 
eco-lodges and learn more about 
green travel and protecting the 
environment.

American English
Filmed in Mexico

Holiday countries, 
places to stay, 
places on holiday

Travel prepositions

Identifying the facts 
about Sierra Gorda and 
what kind of place it is

Is ecotourism a good 
way to protect the 
environment?

Make a poster for 
ecotourism holidays in 
Sierra Gorda

Write a postcard to a 
friend from your holiday 
in Sierra Gorda

Unit 9

Loves and 
hates

 

Maker Faire

A new international trend for hobby 
inventors to get together and show 
off their incredible creations. We get 
a glimpse of the first one in Brighton, 
UK, and get to meet some of its 
makers.

British English
Filmed in UK

Hobbies, gadgets 
and other 
technical things

like + gerund / 
infinitive

Link word but

Describing and 
identifying the gadgets 
and machines at the 
Mini Maker Faire in 
Brighton

Are these machines and 
gadgets interesting or 
just strange?

Make a poster for a 
Brighton Mini Maker Faire

Write your status for your 
social networking page 
about Maker Faire

Phobias

Are you afraid of spiders, of snakes, 
heights, darkness, the dentist? Or 
maybe nothing frightens you? Find 
out what these US high school 
students have to say about their fears 
and phobias.

American English
Filmed in USA

CLIL: Phobias

Words for different 
fears and things 
people are 
afraid of

Finding out what some 
high school students in 
the USA are scared of

Are some people really 
not scared of anything?

Make a picture collage 
about phobias

Write an article for a 
school magazine about 
phobias

Videos Language and skills

Unit Video Topics
American / British English

Vocabulary 
Grammar

Listening and watching
Speaking

Writing
Projects / Exam practice 

Unit 10

Live to eat?

19 Teen cook

Liliana loves to cook and shows us 
how to make her favourite dish. We 
get to see her in action in the kitchen 
as she creates a banana cream pie.

American English
Filmed in USA

Food and drink, 
ingredients, 
cooking verbs

Adverbs of 
frequency and 
adverbial phrases 
of frequency

Completing Liliana’s 
sentences about her 
cooking and putting the 
steps of her recipe in the 
correct order

Is Liliana’s dessert easy 
to make?

Make a list of ingredients 
for banana cream pie

Write instructions for your 
favourite meal

20 Fifteen

Famous TV chef Jamie Oliver set up 
this London restaurant called Fifteen 
to help turn troubled teens into chefs. 
We hear from several apprentices 
in the programme about their 
experiences.

British English
Filmed in UK

Words for the food 
industry and the 
job of a chef, daily 
schedules

Identifying the facts 
about the programme 
at Fifteen and the 
apprentices’ lives before 
and after it

Are programmes like 
Fifteen a good idea?

Write an advert for Fifteen

Write a short article for a 
magazine about Fifteen

Unit 11

Learning 
for life

21 Exams

This group of students at a state 
school in Nottingham, England, 
discuss their attitudes to exams – why 
they need them, and how they feel 
about them. Do they cause stress?

British English
Filmed in UK

School system, 
exams and stress

Going to future

Identifying the exams 
of several sixth form 
students at the school 
and finding out what 
other students think 
about their future plans

Would you like to be a 
student in the UK?

Complete the information 
about your school and 
exams

Write a short article 
about Carlton le Willows 
Academy

22 A future designer

Talented Shireen is a high school 
student but she also makes her own 
jewellery and wire sculpture. Is it just 
a hobby, or is it something she will do 
for her future career?

American English
Filmed in USA

Future careers, 
the technical arts, 
materials

Going to future

Finding out about 
Shireen’s art and 
completing her  
sentences about it

Do you have a special 
skill – would you like to 
make this your career?

Complete the website 
information for Shireen’s 
school

Write a message to a 
friend about Shireen

Unit 12

Events 
and 
experiences

 

23 Duke of Edinburgh’s Award

This popular scheme for UK students 
offers everything from litter-picking 
to music and mountain-climbing 
expeditions. Several students on 
the programme tell us about their 
experience doing skills and activities 
that lead to the Award.

British English
Filmed in UK

Weekend and 
seasonal activities, 
skills and activities

Past simple 
(revision and more 
irregular forms)

Describing the 
experiences of several 
students doing the 
award

Do programmes like 
the Duke of Edinburgh’s 
Award help students to 
get a job?

Make a poster about 
the Duke of Edinburgh’s 
Award

Write an email to a 
friend about the Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Award

24 Space camp

Want to be an astronaut? You can 
start with learning to be weightless 
or walk on the moon at this special 
camp in Alabama, USA. Campers tell 
us about what a typical week is like 
at this unique place.

American English
Filmed in USA

Seasonal activities, 
words for space 
activities

Past simple 
(revision and more 
irregular forms)

Present perfect 
with ever and 
never

Identifying the activities 
at Space Camp and 
completing campers’ 
comments about it

Do students at Space 
Camp really learn what 
space is like?

Write an advert for Space 
Camp

Write your status for your 
social networking page 
about Space Camp

Pages 46-49

Pages 50-53

Pages 54-57
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